Non-Course-Based ESOL Courses

Courses

NCBL L010. NCB Eng for Non-Native Speaker.
This non-course-based option offers curriculum in intermediate ESOL. Enrollment requires approval by the Director of Developmental ESOL.

Department: Non-Course-Based ESOL

2 Credit Hours
32 Total Contact Hours
0 Lab Hours
0 Lecture Hours
32 Other Hours

Prerequisite(s): (ESOL 1311 w/C or better AND TSIE score between 4 and 8 AND TSIR score between 345 and 350 AND TSIW score between 363 and 390) OR (ESOL 1311 w/C or better AND TSIE score between 5 and 8 AND TSIR score between 345 and 350 AND TSIW score between 310 and 390) OR (ESOL 1311 w/C or better AND TSIE score between 4 and 8 AND TSIR score between 351 and 390 AND TSIW score between 358 and 362) OR (ESOL 1311 w/C or better AND TSIE score between 4 and 8 AND TSIR score between 345 and 350 AND TSIW score between 358 and 362)